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Abstract- Multiple Model Adaptive Control involves
a supervisor switching among one o f a finite number
of controllers as more is learnt about the plant.
Safe Adaptive Control is concerned with ensuring
that when the controller is changed in an adaptive
control algorithm, the frozen plant-controller combination is never (closed loop) unstable. A controller
scheme is proposed that combines these principles
and involves a frequencydependent performance
measure based on the Vinnicombe metric. Safe
switching is guaranteed to the extent which closed
loop transfer function identification is accurate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper combines two c o n ~ p t sin adaptive
control, namely, Multiple Model Adaptive Control
(MMAC) and Safe Adaptive Control. Multiple
Model Adaptive Control (Anderson et al., 2000;
Hespanha et al., 2001; Hespanha and Morse, 1999;
Morse, 1996, 1998; Pait and Kasab, 2001) postu*I
that an unknown true plant is within a small
uncertainty ball of one (or more) members of a given
finite set of nominal plant models.

A controller that gives satisfactory performance is
designed for each nominal model and the associated
Uncertainty ball, giving a finite set of alternative
:nominal controllers. A "high level" supervisor then
switches among the controllers from the finite con't,&ller set based on the available observations. The
overall objective is to converge to the best controller
for the true unknown plant after some finite time.
If the true plant coincides with one qf the nominal
plants, there is an obvious candidate for a good coni
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Fig. 1. Outline of multimodel adaptive controller,
withu~(l,...,m)
troller. The notion of the "best" controller, however,
may be ambiguous. Note the following remarks.
(a) The determination of the finite set of nominal
plants is addressed in Anderson et al. (2000).
(b) One can regard the supervisor's first task as
plant identification, or alternatively, testing a
set of hypotheses that the true plant lies in
the uncertainty ball around each nominal plant
model. That the plant is in a closed loop and
that the controller may be changed in the
future complicate this identification.
(c) After convergence to one of the nominal controllers further controller tuning for performance improvement is possible (Narendra and
Balakrishnan, 1997).
One possible supervisory control architecture from
Morse (1996) is depicted in Figure 1. There are
m nominal models, PI,. - - ,P,, for an unknown
plant p, each associated with nominal witrollers
C1, - .- ,C,. A multiestimator is driven by the nnknown plant input u and output y, with m outputs
y,. . . . ,y, with the property that if P = Pi, then
y = yi (after decay of initial condition effects, in the
absence of noise, provided all signals are bounded).
At time 1 , the controller
is implemented. In
Morse (1996) the switching logrc relies on monitoring signals:

At each time t, the controller C, is implemented
with u(t) E {1,2,. . . ,7111 taken as argminpj(t).
iEI

A dwell-time or hysteresis may be imposed to slow
down the switching.

If

coincides exactly with one of the nominal plants
Pr, then, even if the switching process produces
unstable signals, provided the exogenous signals are
persistently exciting, then the monitoringsignals pi
will remain non-zero for i # I and Ci will eventually
be selected (Morse, 1996). This work investigates
other possibilities for the monitoringsignals, which
are more con~patiblea safe switching objective.
The controller may switch before the monitoring
signal has converged since this enables the earlier
improvement of performance. Of course, if P is
(slowly) timevarying, the controller may never con. .
verge.

-
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2. THE ESTIMATION SUPERVISOR
2.1 Assumptions

Fig. 2. Constituent part of multiestimator

For such a supervisory structure, the theoretical
issues are: the multiestimator design; the boundedness of various signals; and the convergence of a(t)
in finite time. One must also consider where P does
not coincide exactly with any of the nominal plants.
Note that the concept of accuracy of plant approximation only makes sense with respect to the particular controller attached to the plant (Anderson and
Gevers, 1998; Lee et al., 1995). The index associated
with the =bestn nominal model therefore depends
upon the currently implemented controller and may
not coincide with the index for the %tn controller.
It is hence important to make a careful choice of
metric to measure the "closeness" of PI and P. We
make extensive use of the 6
, metric (Vinicombe,
1993) which is related to, but less conservative in
a welEdefined sense (see Chapter 4 of Viuuicombe
(2001)) than, the gap metric (Georgiou and Smith,
1990). Robust stability analysis based on the 6,
metric relies on a small-gain argument for which
more traditional small-gain results are a special case
(Anderson and Brinsmead, 2001).

Many adaptive control algorithms, use an explicit
or implicit identified model of the plant to design
a controller. Hence (a) the true plant normally differs from the model used for controller design and
(b) the controller undergoes changes. Such change
is potentially dangerous, since even if the original
closed loop appears stable the new (frozen) closed
loop may be unstable. Of course this results in input
signal excitation leading to more accurate identification and a different controller- the mechanism
by which many adaptive control schemes guarantee that all signals remain bounded. This is of
questionable utility if the "frozen" controller-plant
combination is sometimes unstable. There are even
algorithms for which all signals are bounded, but
the bound is arbitrarily large!
Safe Adaptive Control refers to adaptive control
algorithms in which any new controller is guaranteed a priori to yield a stable frozen closed loop
when combined with the only partially known plant
(Lee et al., 1995). In Safe Adaptive Control. cont,roller changes will generally be small (slow). This
requires that the set ofcontrollers C; and thus the
sel Pi of nominal plant models, is reasonably dense.

We derive some propertie of the arrangement of
Figure 1, investigating the situation where the
switching supervisor is disconnected and the controller remains fixed. In order to enable better understanding, we make some assumptions, some of
which will be ielaxed later.
(Al) The reference signal r is stationary with a wide
band spectrum;
(A2) No noise is present;
(A3) The true plant P is linear and time-invariant;
(A4) The controller C, is linear and time-invariant
(and is not switched);
(A5) The nominal plants Pj have transfer functions
P;- = n+/& with n+ and & coprime polynomials.
The part of the multiestimator linking [y, u] to
yi is depicted in Figure 2 where D is a stable
polynomial.
2.2 Interpretation of performance evaluation
The transfer function: r to (yj -y) is (Figure 1)

If (P. C ) is stable and r has power spectrum @,(w).
the spectrum of (yi - y) is

and J,'(yi
~ ) ~ d tr S r @j(w)dw so that pj in
equation (1) will behave like an integrated spectrum, that is, a measure of the error between Pi and
P, frequency weighted by a,, and a C dependent
term, and integrated over w. Point-wise, rather than
integral, measures of frequency domain quantities,
however, may be more useful (& below).

-

Since for astable closed loop the pi are bounded and
for the unstable case they grow exponentially fast,
this property wuld be used to distinguish whether
the closed loop is stable. Detecting instability, while
indicating that the currently connected C is unacceptable, is unhelpful for suggesting an appropriate
replacement. If the closed loop is unstable, then the
signals (yi y) will grow exponentially and pi wiIl
be dominated by the transfer function error between
P, and at only a single point in the (right half)
complex plane. In such a case, the fit measures are
likely to be of limited utility.

-

In the framework of Morse (1996), pi is a scalar
measure associated with each plant (and thus controller) possibility. In principle, however, investigating the frequency content of (yi - y) allows for a
metric.
more sopl~isticat~ed
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2.3 Relazation of Certain Assumptions
Under the above restrictive assumptions, we can
identify the transfer function from r to (yi y) if
the [P, C] loop is stable. Assumption (Al) can be
relaxed (see Section 6). and (A2) can be relaxed to
permit noise. Assumption (A3) can be relaxed to
allow time-variation, on a scale much slower than
the time-scale for identification, and (A4) can be
relaxed to permit contoller switching, provided that
transient effects are allowed to decay. (A stateshared controller parameterisation ensuring bump
less transfer has been proposed by Morse (1998).)

-

The term "identification" means finding a transfer
function estimate which is understood to have associated error. The error may be described probabilis
tically, or by hard bounds, depending on the noise
models and identification method. "Identification"
is not necessarily error free, nor even extremely
accurate (which may be possible even in noise, given
sufficient identification time). We merely need an
estimate that is sufficiently accurate that robust stability and performance analysis can be performed.
2.4 Performance Evaluation using Tmnsfer Ftrnctions

We make the following key observation.
Lemma 1. Adopt assumptions A1-A6. Let Wi(jw)
be the transfer function from r to (y-yi) in equation
(2). for the scheme in Figure 1. Let n(Pi(jq), P(jw))
be the chordal distance (Vinnicombe, 1993) between
Pi and P at s = jw, and let T(P(jw),C(jw)) be
the generalised sensitivity matrix of (P,C). Then
IWi(jw)l=

- 129 -

An alternative multiestimator construction modestly simplifies the above at the expense of realisation complexity. By replacing D in Figure 2 with
Di one has the slightly simpler
wi = K(&,P)z[T(P,
instead of (4). Of

c)]&

course, we cannot expect to identify the Wi exwtly,

but only to within some error bound. Further, the
W; may be changing slowly, due to changing P.
Also, even though quantities like lWil measure the
approximation error between and P, given a particular controller C, rather than measuring the best
Ci to use for P, we still use the
for controller
selection. We now focus on the safe switching issue.
2.5 Changing the Contmller
The goal of the estimator-based supervisor is not
to find which Pi is dosest to the true plant P
with the current controller, but what would make
a better controller for P than the current one.
We could' select P; corresponding to the smallest x(Pi, P ) e {T[(P, C)]} or an integrated version
thereof, and then hope that Ci makes a good, and
certainly stabilising, controller for P . In order to
guarantee that Ci stabilises P, that is, toensure safe
adaptive control a sufficient condition (Vinnicombe,
1993), given the hypothesis that ( P , C ) is stable, is
that n(C, c ~ ) ~ [ T ( PC)]
, < 1 Vu.In the following
section we show how to verify this inequality on the
basis of available data.
3. SAFE SWITCHING
We note the following lemma.
Lemma 2. (Vinnicombe, 1993) Suppose (Pi,C1) is
stable and

+

where DfDi = n:ni
d;di for stable polynomial
Di. The proof is omitted for brevity. See Anderson
et al. (2001).

.[pi(jw),

P~(~W)I~{T(PI(~~),CI(~~))I
4 l,Vw.(5)

Then (Pz, C,) is stable if and only if

+

wno(1 P;Pi) PI) - ~ ( P z=0.
)
(6)
The error signal IWi(jw)l in (4) is proportional to
the spectrum of the input shaped by
If
(iw), Ca(jw)l* IT[Pl(jw), Ci (jw)]} < 1, (7)
K(P~,P))~[T(P,
C)]. This quantity is critical for posthen (PI,Cz) is stable if and only if
sibly allowing u s to guarantee that C stabilises Pi,
given that it stabilises P . In a sense, the best Pi,
given the condition that C will be retained (and a
winding number condition involvin P, and P), is
the one that keeps I W ; I ~ D I ~ /small
~ D I ~
If the controller Cj is currently connected to P and
across the whole spectrum.
we believe that it would be preferable to use GI,
Although the quantities pi provide a measure of
then to be assured of safety, we would like to check
an integrated version of JW;I2 weighted by Q,,(w),
the above argument indicates that if (approximate)
r(Cr. C,)? {[T(P, Cj)]} < I for all w.
(9)
frequency-wise identificatio~lis possible, then a Vinniconibe distance criterion may aid choice of the
Provided a winding number condition involving
best Pi. Robust performance, as well a s robust staC,,Cj holds in addition to (9), then by Lemma 2
bility may also be considered.
C, is certainly stabilising.
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Since the Ci are all known, K(GI,Cj) is also known.
Thus, in order to check (9) we need only to evaluate
?i {[T(P,Cj)]}. Although the performance estimator is not configured to yield ?[T(P,Cj)] directly,
even if it were to operate as a transfer function
identifier, the following lemma and its eoroilaries,
variants of the small gain theorem, specialised so
that the terms can be estimated, allow us to calculate an ovesbound for this quantity.
Lemma 9. Suppose (Pl,Cl) is stable. If equations
(5) and (6) hold, then at each w ,

'[T(Pzl

Cl)l 5

a P.,CI
~ - E ( P , ~ ) ~ ~ T ( ~ X . C(10)
,)~.

If equations (7) and (8) hold then
*[T(Pl, c2)I

a (P,.C2
I x-r(c$l)a[q!,

Lemma 4 Let P be the true plant and let
{PI,- - - ,P,) and {GI,. .. ,C,) be the collection
of nominal plants and controllers. S u p p e that Cj
stabilises P and 4, and that for all w
1

-2 > r(Pi,P)a[T(p,Cj)]. Then

satisfied for some i and with fixed j, the quantity
K ( C ~Cj)
, will be small for some i.
If for some particular i = I, there holds
n ( S , p)')b[T(p,Cj)]

< K(P;, p ) a [ ~ ( PC,)]
,

for all i # I, then i t would be logical to hypothesise
that P i s best modelled by PI, when Cj is attached.
It would then be natural to check both whether
tc(C~,Cj,)%< , l a
together with the winding number condition for CIand Cj, in order to determine
whether CI can be safely implemented.

Of course, we cannot, in practice, expect measurements on the closed loop system to yield exact dues of [Wil at each frequency. It is also well-known
(Ljnng, 1987), that in the presence of stochastic
noise, any parameter estimate is subject to variance
which increases with the number of unknown p&
rameters and decreases with the quantity of available identification data. Reduced identification variance and hence faster identification times can be
achieved by reduction of the number of unknown
parameters, but in general, oniy a t the expense of
increased identification bias.

.

(11)
values of W; were available, we could
e[T(P,C:)] )IIo [ T ( P ~ C , ) ] { ~ + K ( P ; , ~ ~ [ T(12)
( P , C ~ )If] )exact
.
identify P and test each Ci with 13. However, exact
values are not necessary, since robust stability is
The proofs are omitted for brevity.
ensured merely by the satisfaction of particular
inequalities. In the presence of norm bounded noise,
The Lemma may be used in the following way.
however it is in principle possible to give hard error
With Cj connected to P stable, one uses the
bounds on the identification error and hence give a
multiestimator signals to (approximately) identify
hard guarantee of safe switching.
~ ( f i , P ) b [ ~ ( i ) , C ~a)s]a function of frequency for
each Pi which is stabilised by Cj (see Section 2.4).
In the example of Section 5, we achieve satisfacEquation (12) then overbounds ~ [ T ( P ,Cj)].
tory operation of the safe switching algorithm even
though the identification of
is subject to noise,
A better bounds is given by defining, a t each w:
and
with
the
checking
of
the
inequatity
condition
a [ ~ ( pCj)]
, 5 :%
of Corollary 1 at only a finite number of discrete
frequency points.

G

where 3
' , c {I,... , m} satisfies i E Sj if Pi is
stabilised by Cj and equation (11) holds.

4. ALTERNATIVE METHOD TO SAFETY

We can estimate the right hand side of equation (13)
albeit with some error. By Lemma 2 a sufficient
condition that CJ will stabilise
is that both
wno(1 C;Cj)
~ ( C I) rj(Cj) = 0 and (9) hold.
In the light of (13) this leads to the following
more conservative sufficient condition for stability,
involving quantities that we can estimate.

Alternative methods to guarantee safe switching,
based on different a priori assumptions, exist. As
explained in Section 2, we (imperfectly) identify the
det
Cfrequency response fi := (Pi - PP)
We will
make use of the following inequality:

Corollary 1. Given that [p,Cj] is stable, then a
sufficient condition for [P,C,1 to be stable is
that wno(1 C;Cj) t ;(GI) 1 tj(Cj) = 0 and
n(C1, Cj)G < 1.

which is derived from -the observations
PC,
P,C(P-Pj)C.
I+PC.
,+PA + ]+PC; ' and
. ~,

+

+

+

Notice that if the finite set { P P . . ,P ) is
dense enough in the full uncertainty set of possible
unknown plants, then (11) will bestraightforwa.rdly

*.

P.C-

"C

~+Pc,=I+P.c,

?;$;'

].

The following
lemma is a variant of the small gain theorem.
Lemma 5. Suppose that P and Pi are each stabilised by Cj. Then. P is stabilised by
C k = Cj(I + A) if the transfer functions Ck and

Cj have the same number of right half plane poles
< 1 Vw. A sufficient condition

This lemma can be applied as follows. Using some
identification algorithm, we estimate the frequency
responses E. All other quantities in (15) are known.
We can check condition (15), with estimated quantities replacing true quantities. If C k and Cj have
the same number of right half plane poles and (15)
holds, then C k is safe. One can consider all the Pi
for which (15) holds subject to (Pi,Cj) being stable,
and perform a minimisation over i frequency by frequency, thus obtainingaless conservative sufficiency
condition.

Fig. 3. (Safe) Controller Switching

Fig. 4. Controller Switching (without safety)

Whether this scheme or that of Section 3 will give
better results will depend on the particular problem.
Depending on the controller pole distribution one or
other of the two schemes can be used.

5. EXAMPLE
In order to demonstrate the method, the controller
switching scheme with safety, as described in Section 3, was implemented in Xatlab. The plant to be
1.1 ,+I (-&+I)
controlled was chosen as
=
with 441 plant models used for the multiple model
set, each with varying DC gains and non-minimumphase zero location. The controllers for each model
were designed using discrete time Q-synthesis (equivalent to pole placement), with the designed bandwidth dependent on the nominal non-minimumphase zero location.

*

In order to maintain persistent excitation, the reference signal was filtered white noise. For the estimation of Wi in equation (4), a standard recursive
least squares (Ljung, 1987) algorithm was employed
in order to directly identify a vector of discrete
time ARMA (auto-regressive, moving average) pa-.
rameters, and the multiestimator equation (2) was
used as the monitoring signal to suggest controller
switchings.
The minimumcontroller switching time was rs = 1.
At any time after the minimumcontroller switching
time, the controller suggested by the supervisor
corresponded to the minimum pi. In order to check
safety, the inequality condition of Corollary 1 was
investigated for a finite number of frequency points,
with of course the estimated transfer functions
used in place of the actual values. For comparison,
sin~ulationsof the algorithm without the safety
checking property were also conducted. The full
specifications of the (somewhat arbitrary) choices

Fig. 5. Temporary Instability (without safety)
of parameters and design methods used for the
example appear in Anderson et al. (2001).

5.1 Results
The process was simulated and data recorded a
total of sixteen (16) times. With the safety p r o p
erty enforced, the allowed controller switchings were
much less frequent. A typical controller switching
trajectory is shown in Figure 3. For the purposes
of interpreting the switching graph, the lines correspond to two modeled parameters: DC gain and
non-minimum phase zero location. The corresponding trajectory showing the output lagging the reference also appears in Figure 3. In all the simulation
runs with the safety checking property, the routine
did not once allow the switching in of any controller
which was destabilising, although i t did allow controllers with quite poor performance.
For simulations run without safety checking, more
frequent controller switching was allowed. A typical
controller switching trajectory and output trajectory are shown in Figure 4. Most of the simulations
that were run without safety checking exhibited
some periods of poor performance. In addition to
resulting in poor performance, on a number of occasions, the implemented controller resulted in a
destabilised closed loop, although only for a few
periods rs. See Figure 5 for a simulation with a
destabilising controller between 2 and 4 seconds
(note the y-axis scale).
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6. FURTHER ISSUES
Requirements on r: In the absence of more a priori
information about P, it is necessary to assume
that r is a wideband signal. Excitation over a wide
range of frequencies is required to enable checking
the safe switchine: condition. In eeneral, r needs to
be such that a combination of experimental data
and a priori information is sufficient to assure the
satisfaction of the stability conditions.

-

-

If P is known to be a rational transfer function
with known degree L, excitation a t k complex f r e
quencies is sufficient to determine P at all frequencies. Alternatively, if P is unknown up to some
frequency 121 say, but for lw] > Ql, one knows that
(w2+12?)-a or if we know that P = &(I+A)
for some unknown rational Po of known degree, and
some A lying within certain frequency-dependent
bounds, then the requirement that r be a wideband
signal may be somewhat relaxed.

<

Speed of switching: The switching speed will be

limited in order to secure accurate identification for
two reasons: switching transients must settle down
and noise may be present.
Effect of noise: hlthough identification in noise
can never be exact, we merely need assurance that
certain inequalities involving transfer functions are
fulfilled. For any given degree of confidence, noise
will increase the identification time and thus limits
the switching speed.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented some methods to ensure
that controller adaptation in Multiple Model Adaptive Control proceeds cautiously and safely, in the
spirit of Lee et al. (1995). Vinnicombe metric p r o p
erties ensure that no controller switchings result in a
(frozen) unstable closed loop. A sufficient condition
for guaranteeing safety can be checked by available
measurements requiring an estimate of a particular
transfer function. Given absolute or probabilistic
confidence estimates on the identification method,
it would be possible to give a quantitative absolute
or probabilistic guarantees on switching safety. In
addition, although the stability guarantee in principle requires checking a condition over an infinite
number of frequenci~only a finite number can be
checked in practice. A prion bounds on complexity
(Vinnicombe, 2001) of the true plant would enable
this issue to be addressed rigourously.
A demonstration of the safe switching multiple
o~odelalgorithm was presented. This showed that
the safe switching algorithm resulted in a conservative switching regime which indeed maintained
(frozen) closed loop stability, whereas the same supervisor without the safety check occasionally implemented a destabilising controller.

Open research issues include methods: to detect an
unstable closed loop;
.. to quickly find a stabiliiine
controller the event that a destabilising controller
is switched either initially or during operation; and
to find an appropriate switching hysteresis time.
This last issue involves a trade-off of fast supervisor
response against identification confidence.

-
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